
 

 

Archaeological Sites Record  
Recorder names   Gordon Sleight, Dave McBain, Roger Glover, Sharon Bartram  
 
Date record made    15 October 2015 
  

General  location / township name   Pollantobair  
 GPS     centred on NC 073 271                                                                                     Elevation  100m 

Any previous record  known ( Homes survey, OS, HER, NRMS etc  

Type of site, description, dimensions,  associated features etc  
  
A multi period site 
A small 19th/20th century settlement  . 
NC 07357 27064 three compartment Longhouse aligned SW-NE and sheltered to the north by a knoll.   

Overall external  dimensions 23.15m x 6.00m. Main compartment at SW end is 12.00m x 4.80 with 
three windows and a door in the SE wall and a fireplace in the SW wall.  A doorway at the SE end of a 

partition wall  leads to a second smaller room 4.80m square.  Towards the N corner and running out 
from the NW wall two vertically placed slabs might suggest either a stall or a box bed.  The SE wall is 
partially fallen but may have contained a window or door.  The end compartment is .50m narrower than 
the rest of the house but its SE wall lies on a foundation of full width suggesting a rebuild at some point. 
It appears to have a doorway in the centre of the SE wall. 

NC 07385 27040 A rectangular outbuilding 6.30m x 4.20m externally on the same alignment as the 
longhouse and  with a doorway towards the NE end of the SE wall.  the external walls have a slight 
batter. It is sited in a sheltered position below a small cliff. 
NC 07379 27113 a small rectangular structure 5m x4m aligned SE-NW in an exposed position on a ridge 
beside a much earlier Roundhouse. 
NC 07389 27033 an irregular enclosure 8.90m long NW - SE, 5.40m at the NW end, 3.50m at the SE.  

Possibly a Kale Yard. 
Bronze Age -  Iron Agee roundhouses 
The better preserved one is at NC 07379 2711.    A levelled and partially revetted platform lies across a 
spur-like terrace in an open area of the site. Most of the walling has been robbed but fragments remain 

to the S and indicate a double faced wall structure with an internal diameter of approx 10m 
A possible second RH is at NC 07350 27192.  A roughly circular, level area which might have been dug 
into a slope to the north and built out to the south has a few mounds and  collections of stones/bedrock  

around its edges which outline a possible internal space 10m in diameter.   
Outwith the central settlement area- 
NC 07005 27142 A substantial sub-rectangular structure approx 5msquare  with an entrance to the 
south protected by a projecting wall.   Possibly a stell. 
NC 07206 27378 a much larger, well built rectangular fank-like enclosure and on the same hillside 
several probable shieling huts and below them lazy beds.  Between this area and the main settlement 
there are peat cuttings. 

Both within the main settlement area and well beyond there are a wide range of embanked terraces of 
varying sizes, small to medium sized dyked enclosures and clearance cairns.  
 
 

 
Context -  surrounding terrain, proximity to water source, views from site etc 

Pollantobair lies in a sheltered bowl shaped valley with springs and burns all around.  In the centre of the 

valley the main settlement area sits on a low rocky hillock largely surrounded by peat but with much 

bigger hills to N, E and S.  The outlying structures lies on the lower slopes of some of these hills.  Views are 

widest to the west towards Clachtoll and the sea. 

Additional information 

Adds sketches,  plans with orientation  and note of any photographs taken overleaf 


